
 

Horror Island 

 

 

It was supposed to be a quiet get-away for you and your friends. Desperate to start your tropical 

island vacation you had the pilot push on through the storm. It gets hazy from there, but when 

you came to you found the pilot dead and the plane wrecked. You made your way to a small 

abandoned village on the far side of the island but your hopes of finding help were quickly 

dashed when you discovered the entire village deserted.  

A noise here, a rustling in the bushes, the eerie silence. Something is going on. You don't know 

exactly what it is, but you know you have to do something... and soon. You know to the core of 

your being that you have until the sun goes down. Some of the other survivors aren't quite 

convinced, so it's up to you to find out what is going on here on to survive this Horror Island.  

This board game recreates the feel of a Horror Movie: as characters start exploring the island 

they become in-danger (but they must move out of the safety of the Village in order to survive). 

As they die others start to become aware that something is going on and go to investigate. In the 

first phase of the game you must travel the island and gather clues as to what is going on. After 

you have found enough evidence your path forward becomes apparent and you must spring into 

action to accomplish the Goal to survive the island. If the sun sets, or everyone has died the game 

is over and the horror lives on and waits for the next victims.  

The cards from the Action Deck serve several purposes, they represent how much time is left in 

the day, they allow the players to move and perform special actions, and they represent the 

energy a player has left to escape attacks. When a player has no Action Cards left in their hand 

they are exhausted. If a player ever has no cards left after an attack they are unable to defend 

themselves and they die. The player can then go back to the village, select another pawn, draw a 

new hand to continue.  

In this game people will die.  



 

SETUP 

Each player takes a player card and places it in front of them. 

Shuffle the Goal, Action and Peril Decks and place on the Game Board. 

Each player is given two cards from the Action Deck to start with. 

The Items are placed off to the side of the board until needed. 

The clues are taken and mixed, one is placed (face down) on each location except the village. 

Four pawns plus one for each player are placed in the Village (eg. one player would use five 

pawns, three players would use seven pawns). 

GAMEPLAY 

In the first part of the game you must travel around the island and pick up clue tokens. After the 

third clue is found ("Nothing"s don't count but can be saved as outlined in step 3) the Goal Card 

is revealed; at that point you must race to complete the goal before sunset in order to survive. 

Each turn a player will do the following:  

1. Draw two cards from the Action Deck; if there are insufficient cards left in the Action 

Deck night has fallen, and the game is over and everyone dies.  

2. Play any number of "Move" cards. The total of the Move cards represents the furthest 

that pawn can move. The players pawn may stop at any point before this maximum is 

reached (eg. playing a "Move x3", "Move x3" and "Move x4" allows you to move up to 

ten spaces).  

3. After you are done moving you may perform a single action:  

o Examine/Collect a Clue Token at the current location. Flip the Goal Card if three 

clues have been found. If the Clue is "Nothing" or if three Clues have already 

been collected to reveal the Goal Card you may place the Clue in your inventory - 

these may be "cashed in later".  

o Pick up or drop an item.  



o Do an action specified on the Goal Card (eg. repair the motor, bury the remains) if 

you have the correct items in your inventory and are at the correct location.  

o Trade in an unused Clue Token at the Village (tell the others what you have 

found) to replace 1d6 cards from the discard pile at the bottom of the Action 

Deck.  

o Draw one additional Action Card.  

o (If you are playing with multiple players) you may pass off cards to a player at the 

same Location.  

4. Discard down to six cards.  

5. Line up your cards on the bottom of your player card (if you have three cards left they 

will be placed under 1, 2 and 3).  

 

6. Draw and resolve a Peril Card. Most Peril cards affect everyone in the specified 

locations, in a multi-player game your pawn may be attacked multiple times after you 

move (once for each player). You may play one card in response to each Peril Card prior 

to any dice being rolled. (Attacks are explained under "Peril Cards" below)  

Action Cards explained 

 

• Move - A movement card allows you to move up to the number of spaces indicated (x3, 

x4, x5 or x6).  

• I'm Over Here - Prior to rolling dice - allow a Villager to die for you OR (multi-player 

games) Divert an attack against one player to yourself if you are not currently being 

attacked.  

• That Was Close - Avoid one attack entirely.  

• It's Now Or Never - Prior to discarding down to six, the current player may draw two 

more cards and move again (they do not gain an additional action).  

• I Have To Be Quick - you may continue to move your alloted spaces after you have 

performed your action.  



• I Know What To Do - This card may count as a clue toward revealing the goal card, or if 

the Goal is already revealed you may discard the current Goal and reveal a new one.  

Peril Cards explained 

 

• Attack - a noise in the bushes or movement out of the corner of your eye tells you that 

you need to get away quickly... all players in the locations specified must scramble to 

avoid an attack. Roll the number of dice specified; the numbers rolled are compared to 

the card slots for each player. Any cards in those slots are discarded. If, after an attack, a 

player has no cards remaining they are exhausted and are unable to get away; they are 

dead and you need to return to town to select a new pawn and draw two new cards from 

the Action Deck. Any Items or Clue Tokens that were being carried by that pawn are 

dropped on that spot and may be picked up later. (eg. Bob has finished his move on a 

trail, he has cards in slots 1, 2 and 3. A Peril Card is revealed that attacks everyone on the 

trails x4. Four dice are rolled and result in a 1, 3, 3 and a 5. The cards in slots 1 and 3 are 

removed. Since there is still a card in slot 2 Bob is safe (although closer to being 

exhausted). After the next player moves another attack x3 is revealed against anyone on 

the trails. A 2, 6 and a 6 are rolled. Since Bob had a card in slot 2 it is now discarded, and 

since Bob has no more cards left he is unable to get away from his attacker and a muffled 

scream is all that remains of Bob. If Bob was carrying any Items or Clue Tokens they are 

dropped at his current location before laying his pawn to rest on the side of the board.) 

During an attack any player can cash in a Clue Token to divert an attack to yourself as if 

they had just played an "I'm Over Here" Action Card.  

• Wasted Efforts - roll one die, that number of cards is removed from the Action Deck.  

• It's Not What You Think - If a Goal is currently revealed it is discarded and a new Goal is 

immediately revealed. If no Goal has been revealed this card does nothing.  

Goal Cards 

Once a Goal has been revealed the players can start working toward resolving that Goal. Any 

items listed on that Goal are placed immediately on the board as follows:  



 

• Flare Gun - placed at the Crash Site  

• Gasoline - placed in the Workshop  

• Holy Water - placed in the Church  

• Keys - placed at the Waterfall  

• Knife - placed in the Ruins  

• Lighter - placed in the Workshop  

• Motor - placed on the Docks  

• Radio - placed at the Crash Site  

• Remains - placed in the Cave  

• Shovel - placed at the Spring  

• Voodoo Doll - placed in the Graveyard  

(Note - these items were already at those locations, but the 

importance of these items wasn't revealed until the Danger and 

Goal became known).  

To accomplish the Goal you must follow the directions listed on the Goal Card, which usually 

involves picking up items and bringing them to a specific location. Using an item at a location 

(such as fixing a motor) usually requires one action unless otherwise stated on the Goal Card.  

If you complete the Goal prior to the Action Deck running out or running out of pawns you have 

survived Horror Island.  

RECOMMENDED NAMES FOR PAWNS - Don't get too 

attached 

A - Andy or Allison 

B - Bill or Beth 

C - Charlie or Catherine 

D - Doug or Diane 

E - Eddie or Elaine 

F - Frank or Frannie 

G - Gus or Ginny 

H - Hal or Helen 
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